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In this paper, we explore the asymptotic distribution of the zeros of the partial
sums of the one-parameter family of entire functions of order one, given by
  . 4F 1; b; z : b g R, b ) 1 . Q 1998 Academic Press1 1
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Consider a function f z , which is analytic in a region containing z s 0.
 . ` kSuch a function will have a Maclaurin series expansion f z s  a zks0 k
with positive radius of convergence R.
Since such a series can be viewed as a polynomial of infinite degree, as
in the theory of formal power series, it is natural to examine the behaviour
  . n k 4`of the partial sums, s z; f s  a z .n ks0 k ns0
 .In the case that f z is itself a polynomial, there are only a finite
number of distinct partial sums, the location of whose zeros can be
determined numerically to any desired accuracy. We thus dispense with
this case and henceforth assume that a / 0 for infinitely many valuesn
of n.
 .Whenever a / 0, the nth partial sum s z; f will have n zeros. Sincen n
 .the sequence of partial sums converges uniformly to f z in the compact
< <  .disk z F r - R, and f z can only have finitely many zeros in this disk,
 .there will be many zeros which do not approximate zeros of f z . Follow-
w xing the terminology of Edrei, Saff, and Varga 8 , we will refer to these
additional zeros as spurious.
This leads to the problem of determining the distribution of the collec-
tion of spurious zeros of the sequence of partial sums.
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In the case that the radius of convergence R is finite, the results of
w x < <Jentzsch 11 indicate that each point of the circle z s R is a limit point
of the spurious zeros.
This leaves the open question of the distribution of the set of spurious
  . .zeros of the partial sums when R is infinite i.e., when f z is entire . A
few general statements can be made.
w x w xIt is known, from the works of Carlson 4, 5 , Erdos and Turan 9 , andÍ Â
w x  . Rosenbloom 15 , that if f z is an entire function of positive order cf.
w x.2 , then every sector of infinite area with vertex at z s 0 must necessarily
contain infinitely many zeros of the partial sums.
 .Also, if f z is entire, then the sequence of partial sums will converge
 .uniformly to f z on compact subsets of the complex plane C, which
means that the spurious zeros can have no finite limit points. Thus, the
problem is modified by considering the normalized partial sums
  .4`  4s R z; f , where R is an appropriate sequence of positive num-n n ns1 n
bers with no finite limit points.
The starting point for this modified problem is the following result:
 w x.  . zTHEOREM A Szego 17 . Consider the function f z s e , and theÍ
  . n n 4`associated sequence of partial sums s z s  z rn! . Then, the set ofn ks0 ns1
  .4`limit points of the zeros of the normalized partial sums s nz is preciselyn ns1
< 1yz < < <the cur¨ e ze s 1, z F 1.
One might note that all zeros of the partial sums in this case are
 . zspurious since f z s e has no finite zeros. These results were later
w xrefined by Newman and Rivlin 12, 13 , Carpenter, Varga, and Waldvogel
w x w x6 , and Varga 18 , who analyzed the rate of convergence of the spurious
zeros to this limit curve, which is shown in Fig. 1.
It is on this latter collection of works that we will build our analysis,
since the set of functions that we consider contains the natural exponential
function.
w xOne might mention the monograph of Edrei, Saff, and Varga 8 , in
which they analyzed the behaviour of the spurious zeros of the partial
sums of the Mittag]Leffler functions. This family consists of functions of
all positive order, and also contains the exponential function. However,
w xour methods in this work more closely follow the work of Szego 17 .Í
In the following, we will analyze the behaviour of the partial sums of the
 .entire function F 1; b; z for b ) 1. In particular, we demonstrate the1 1
existence of a limit curve for the normalized zeros of the partial sums and
examine the rate of convergence of the normalized zeros to this limit
curve.
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< 1y z <FIG. 1. The Szego curve ze s 1.Í
2. PRELIMINARIES
w xFollowing the work of Szego 17 on the natural exponential functionÍ
w xand of Edrei, Saff, and Varga 8 , on the family of Mittag]Leffler func-
tions, we wish to consider the asymptotic behaviour of the zeros of the
 .partial sums Maclaurin polynomials of the one-parameter family of
hypergeometric functions
` kz
F 1; b; z [ , 2.1 .  .1 1 b . kks0
 .  w x.where b g R and b denotes the Pochhammer symbol cf. 10, p. 24 .k
That is,
b s 1 and b s b b q 1 b q 2 ??? b q k y 1 for k G 1. .  .  .  .  .0 k
2.2 .
It is readily verified that these functions are defined for b / 0, y1, y2, . . .
 w x.and are entire functions of order 1 cf. 2 . The case b s 1 corresponds to
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the natural exponential function, the behaviour of which has been exten-
w x w x w xsively studied by Szego 17 , Rosenbloom 15 , Newman and Rivlin 12, 13 ,Í
w x w xCarpenter, Varga, and Waldvogel 6 , and Varga 18 .
By expanding e z t in a power series and integrating term-by-term using
the beta function, we obtain, for b ) 1,
1 by2 z tF 1; b; z s b y 1 1 y t e dt. 2.3 .  .  .  .H1 1
0
 . zNoting that s z; 1 is the nth partial sum of e , this latter identity allows an
 .  .ready representation of s z; b , the nth partial sum of F 1; b; z , namelyn 1 1
1 by2s z ; b s b y 1 1 y t s zt ; 1 dt. 2.4 .  .  .  .  .Hn n
0
 .  .We may also use 2.1 and 2.2 to deduce that
z
F 1; b; z s 1 q F 1; b q 1; z 2.5 .  .  .1 1 1 1b
and hence that
z
s z ; b s 1 q s z ; b q 1 for n G 1. 2.6 .  .  .n ny1b
 .Although our analysis is based on the case b ) 1, the identities 2.5 and
 .2.6 can be used to show that the results derived hold for b /
1, 0, y1, y2, . . . .
w xBy reference to Szego 17 , we may writeÍ
1 by2 n z ts nz ; b s b y 1 1 y t e 1 y g zt dt , 2.7 .  .  .  .  .Hn n
0
where
nq1 yn yn e n1yug y s ue du. 2.8 .  .  .Hn n! 0
w xThis latter function was derived in Szego 17 by writingÍ
z1
yz yt ne s z ; 1 s 1 y e t dt , 2.9 .  .Hn n! 0
and replacing z by nz. In this form, one may perform an asymptotic
 .  .expansion for large n, leading to 2.10 and 2.11 below.
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< 1yz <  w x.The curve ze s 1 as obtained by Szego 17 , separates the punc-Í
 4tured complex plane C y 1 into three disjoint regions and two disjoint
open curves, as described below:
The regions
v
1yz< < < <Region 1: ze - 1 and z - 1,
v
1yz< < < <Region 2: ze - 1 and z ) 1,
v
1yz< <Region 3: ze ) 1;
and the curves
v
1yz< < < <Curve 1: ze s 1 and z - 1,
v
1yz< < < <Curve 2: ze s 1 and z ) 1.
For large n, we also have the previously mentioned asymptotic expan-
w xsions of Szego 17 , namelyÍ
n1yzze z .
g z s 1 q e z 2.10 .  .  . .n n’ 1 y z2p n
for z g Region 1 j Region 2 j Curve 1, and
n1yzze z .
g z s 1 q 1 q e z 2.11 .  .  . .n n’ 1 y z2p n
 .  .for z g Region 2 j Curve 2, where e z s O 1rn uniformly on compactn
 4subsets of the punctured complex plane C y 1 .
The last piece of machinery that we will require is the following
 . < <  w x.asymptotic expansion of F 1; b; z as z ª ` cf. 1, pp. 248, 278 :1 1
G b e z b y 1 1 .
F 1; b; z s y q O . 2.12 .  .1 1 by1 2 /zz z
As usual, in the case that b is not an integer, the power z by1 is defined
by a suitable cut joining 0 to `.
3. THE LIMIT POINTS
In this section, we will show the existence of a limit curve for the
 .normalized spurious zeros of the partial sums of F 1; b; z , which is1 1
independent of the value of b. These results and the method of proof
w xoriginally appeared in Norfolk 14 . This limit curve was also described by
w xRosenbloom 15 , who stated the result without proof.
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We begin with some minor estimates that will make the proof of the
main result easier to absorb.
LEMMA 3.1. For any b g R, the following hold:
 .i For all positi¨ e integers m sufficiently large, there is a zero of
 .F 1; b; z of the form z s x q iy , where1 1 m m m
log m
x s b y 2 log 2p m y log G b y 1 q O 3.1 .  .  .  .m  /m
and
p log mm
y s " 2p m q b y 2 y1 q O . 3.2 .  .  .m  / /2 m
 .  . < <ii If z is a zero of F 1; b; z with z sufficiently large, then z s z1 1 m
for some m.
 .   .4`iii The limit points of the zeros of F 1; b; nz are precisely all1 1 ns1
the points of the imaginary axis.
 .Proof. That the zeros of F 1; b; z occur in conjugate pairs is clear,1 1
given that its Maclaurin coefficients are real.
 .  .i This follows immediately from the asymptotic expansion 2.12 .
 .  .ii This follows by solving the asymptotic expansion 2.12 , using all
possible values of the logarithms concerned.
 .  .  .iii This follows from i and ii , by noting that the zeros of
 .  .F 1; b; nz are the zeros of F 1; b; z scaled by a factor of n, and that1 1 1 1
 .the real part 3.1 of the zero z is small, compared to the imaginary partm
 .3.2 . Considering all positive integers n and all sufficiently large positive
integers m yields the desired density of limit points. Q.E.D.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Let s z; b denote the nth partial sum to F 1; b; z , asn 1 1
 .in 2.4 and the material immediately preceding it. Then, the limit points of the
  .4`zeros of s nz; b are precisely the points z s x q iy satisfying:n ns1
 . < 1yz <i ze s 1 and 0 F x F 1.
 . < < y1ii y F e and x s 0.
 . < < y1iii z s e and x F 0.
 .Moreo¨er, for n sufficiently large, the zeros of s nz; b are all approximatedn
by points of this cur¨ e.
Proof. Under our assumption that b ) 1, the coefficients of each
 .partial sum s z; b are positive. We may thus apply the Enestrom]KakeyaÈn
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 w x. < <Theorem cf. 10, p. 462 , to deduce that all zeros satisfy z F n q b y 1.
That is, the limit points that we seek must lie in the closed unit disk.
 .Fix 0 F R - 1, and consider only those zeros of s nz; b which satisfyn
< < yz F R. By letting R ª 1 , we will obtain the complete set of limit points.
 .  .  .  .By 2.3 , 2.7 , 2.8 , and 2.10 , we have that
b y 1 enz nq1 .
s nz ; b s F 1; b; nz y .  .n 1 1 ’2p n
by2 nq11 y t t .1
= 1 q e zt dt. 3.3 .  . .H n1 y zt0
 .  .Denoting the integral in 3.3 by W b; z , and using the identityn
1 1 z 1 y t .
s 1 y , 3.4 .
1 y zt 1 y z 1 y zt
we may use the definition of the beta function to write
G b y 1 n q 1 ! 1 q v b; z .  .  . .n
W b; z s , 3.5 .  .n G n q b q 1 1 y z .  .
where
G n q b q 1 .
v b; z s .n G b y 1 n q 1 ! .  .
by2 nq11 y t t .1
= 1 y z e zt y z 1 y t dt. 3.6 .  .  .  .H n1 y zt0
 .  .  4Using the fact that e z s O 1rn on compact subsets of C y 1 , andn
< <noting that z F R - 1, we may deduce that
1 R b y 1 1
v b; z F O q s O . 3.7 .  .n  /  /  /  /n 1 y R n q b q 1 n
 .  .  .  .Hence, using 3.3 , 3.5 , 3.6 , and 3.7 , we may deduce that the zeros we
seek are the solutions to
G b n q 1 !enz nq1 1 q v b; z .  .  . .n
F 1; b; nz s . 3.8 .  .1 1 ’2p n G n q b q 1 1 y z .  .
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 .By using the asymptotic expansion 2.12 , we deduce that
1rn z< <F 1; b; nz ª e , 3.9 .  .1 1
uniformly on compact subsets of Re z ) 0, and
1rn
F 1; b; nz ª 1, 3.10 .  .1 1
uniformly on compact subsets of Re z - 0, as n ª `.
Since we will require it later, it is useful at this point to use Stirling's
approximation to the gamma function to derive the following asymptotic
expansion:
n q 1 ! 1 1 .
s q O . 3.11 .bq1r2by1r2  /’ ’ n2p n G n q b q 1 2p n .
 .  .  .  .  .Using 3.7 , 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.10 , and 3.11 , we see that the limit points of
  .4`zeros of s nz; b must satisfyn ns1
< z < < <e s ez if Re z ) 0 3.12 .
and
< <1 s ez if Re z - 0. 3.13 .
 .Notice that 3.12 implies that the limit points in the right-half plane are
w xthose of the Szego curve 17 .Í
The last set of limit points that we investigate is the collection satisfying
< < y1  .Re z s 0. In the closed disk z F r - e , the right-hand side of 3.8
 .converges uniformly to 0, so that the zeros of s nz; b in this disk mustn
 .approximate those of F 1; b; nz . By Lemma 3.1, this yields the described1 1
limit points on the imaginary axis.
To summarize, the only such limit points that exist lie on the limit curve
described. To complete the proof, we need to show that each of the points
  .4`described is a limit point of zeros of the sequence s nz; b . By then ns1
< <comments above, the only such limit points satisfying z - 1re are those
on the imaginary axis, and each such point is a limit point.
To deduce that the other points of the curve are limit points, we may
w x w x w xuse the results of Carlson 4, 5 , Erdos and Turan 9 , or Rosenbloom 15 ,Í Â
which state that every sector of infinite area with vertex at the origin must
  .4`contain infinitely many zeros of the sequence s z; b .n ns1
In other words, for each yp - u F p , u / "pr2, there must be a limit
  .4` iu y1  .point of zeros of s nz; b of the form t e , where e F t u F 1.n ns1
This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
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By way of illustration, consider Fig. 2., in which we plot the limit curve
 .of Theorem 3.2, and the zeros of s 80 z; 2 .80
4. RATE OF CONVERGENCE
Since the complete set of limit points of the zeros of the partial sums
has now been categorized, the next reasonable problem to address is that
of the rate of convergence of the zeros to the limit curve.
We begin with the issue of the rate of convergence of the zeros of
 .  .s nz; b to the Hurwitz zeros of F 1; b; nz . The remaining zeros ofn 1 1
 . w xs nz; b are then spurious, as denoted in 8 and the Introduction.n
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let n be a positi¨ e integer, and j be a zero of F 1; b; nzn 1 1
< <which satisfies ej s r - 1.n
 .Then, s nz; b has a zero of the form z s j q d , wheren n n n
r n
d s O . 4.1 .n by1r2 /n
 .FIG. 2. The limit curve and the zeros of s 80 z; 2 .80
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 .  .  .Proof. From 3.7 and 3.8 , we see that s nz; b uniformly approxi-n
 . < <mates F 1; b; nz for z F rre - 1. Consequently, we can deduce the1 1
 . < <existence of a zero z of s nz; b with z y j small.n n n n
 .  .It is readily derived from 2.3 and 2.5 , that
b y 1 b y 1
XF 1; b; z s q 1 y F 1; b; z , 4.2 .  .  .1 1 1 1 /z z
so that
b y 1
XF 1; b; nj s . 4.3 .  .1 1 n njn
 .Hence, performing an expansion of 3.8 , we obtain
2XF 1; b; nj q nd F 1; b; nj q O nd .  .  . .1 1 n n 1 1 n n
G b n q 1 !enz nq1 1 q v b; z .  .  . .n n ns . 4.4 .’2p n G n q b q 1 1 y z .  .
 .  .From 4.3 and 4.4 , we may deduce that
j G b y 1 n q 1 !enz nq1 1 q v b; z .  .  . .n n n n 2
d s q O nd , 4.5 .  . .n n’2p n G n q b q 1 1 y z .  .n
 .which, together with 3.11 , yields the desired result. Q.E.D.
Given that the coefficients a are positive, it is reasonable to supposek
that the slowest rate of convergence of the spurious normalized zeros
should occur at the point z s 1, which is indicated by Fig. 2, and sup-
w xported by the results of Buckholtz 3 , Carpenter, Varga, and Waldvogel
w x w x w x w x w x6 , Dieudonne 7 , Newman and Rivlin 12, 13 , Szego 17 , and Varga 18Â Í
on the natural exponential function.
We begin by making a simple estimate that is required in the following
theorem:
LEMMA 4.2. For 0 F t F 1, n a positi¨ e integer, and w complex, define
1 nq n w’ n yuK t ; w [ u e du . 4.6 .  .Hn n!  .nq n w t’
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Then, for n sufficiently large,
n 1 1 22K t ; w F 2 1 y t exp y Re w y Re w . 4.7 .  .  .  .  .(n  /2p 2 2
’ .Proof. By means of the substitution u s n q n w s, we obtain
nq1nq1n w 1 .n ynq n w s’K t ; w s 1 q s e ds . Hn  /’n! n t
nq1 nq1n w 1 .n ynq n Re w s’F 1 q s e ds. 4.8 .H’n! n t
y1’ .This latter integrand is maximized when s s 1 q Re wr n , so that
n
nq1 yn ’n e w 1 q wr n
K t ; w F 1 q 1 y t . 4.9 .  .  .n ’ ’n! n 1 q Re wr n
The desired bound follows immediately by a simple asymptotic expansion,
using Stirling's formula for n!. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 4.3. Gi¨ en b g R, b ) 1, we ha¨e that
y n w’ ’e s n q n w ; b 1 w .n ª erfc , 4.10 . /’F 1; b; n 2 . 21 1
as n ª `, uniformly on compact subsets of C, where
`2 2yterfc z s e dt . H’p z
is the complementary error function.
 .Proof. By means of the representation 2.4 and one due to Newman
w xand Rivlin 12, 13 , we have
’s n q n w ; b .n
`1 n1 by2 ys’s b y 1 1 y t n q n w t q s e ds dt. 4.11 .  .  . .H Hn!0 0
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’ .  .Using the change of variables u s n q n w t q s in 4.11 , we obtain
.nq n w t’ `e1 by2 n yu’s n q n w ; b s b y 1 1 y t u e du dt. .  . . H Hn n!  .0 nq n w t’
4.12 .
 .Splitting the range of integration for the second integral in 4.12 , we may
’ .  .  .write s n q n w; b s I b; w q J b; w , wheren n n
.nq n w t’e1 nq n w’by2 n yuI b; w s b y 1 1 y t u e du dt , 4.13 .  .  .  .H Hn n!  .0 nq n w t’
and
.nq n w t’ `e1 by2 n yuJ b; w s b y 1 1 y t u e du dt. 4.14 .  .  .  .H Hn n!0 nq n w’
 .By reference to 2.12 , we obtain the asymptotic expansion
nq n w’G b e .’F 1; b; n q n w s 1 q o 1 , 4.15 .  . . .1 1 by1n
and so
y n w’e ’F 1; b; n q n w ª 1, 4.16 . .1 1F 1; b; n .1 1
uniformly on compact subsets of C.
 .Examining 4.14 , we see that the inner integral can be written as
`1 n . .ynq n w ys ynq n w’ ’’ ’n q n w q s e ds s e s n q n w ; 1 . .H nn! 0
4.17 .
 .  .That is, via 2.3 and 4.14 , we have
.ynq n w’ ’ ’J b; w s e s n q n w ; 1 F 1; b; n q n w . 4.18 .  . .  .n n 1 1
Recalling that b s 1 corresponds to the natural exponential function, we
w xmay use an asymptotic expansion of Newman and Rivlin 12, 13 , together
 .with 4.16 to deduce
y n w’e J b; w 1 w .n ª erfc , 4.19 . /’F 1; b; n 2 . 21 1
as n ª `, uniformly on compact subsets of C.
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It thus remains only to show that
y n w’e I b; w .n ª 0, 4.20 .
F 1; b; n .1 1
uniformly on compact subsets of C.
 .Via Lemma 4.2 and 2.3 , we have
n 1 by1 .nq n Re w t’I b; w F 2 E w b y 1 1 y t e dt .  .  .  .H(n 2p 0
n b y 1 ’s 2 E w F 1; b q 1; n q n Re w , 4.21 .  . .( 1 1 /2p b
1 12 2 .   .  . .where E w s exp y Re w y Re w .2 2
 .  .  .By means of 2.12 , 4.15 , and the asymptotic expansion 4.21 , noting
 .that the parameter in 4.21 is b q 1, not b, we obtain
y n w’e I b; w 1 .n s O , 4.22 . /’F 1; b; n . n1 1
 .uniformly on compact subsets of C, from which 4.20 and the desired
result follows. Q.E.D.
’ .COROLLARY 4.4. Let z be any zero of erfc wr 2 . For n sufficiently
’ .   ..large, the polynomial s z; b has a zero of the form n q n z 1 q o 1 . Thatn ’ .  .is, the con¨ergence of the normalized zeros of s nz; b is of order O 1r nn
at the point z s 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the uniform convergence de-
 w x.duced above and Hurwitz' Theorem cf. 10, p. 283 . Q.E.D.
In all of the remaining results on the rate of convergence, it is clear that
we must stay away from the point z s 1, since the asymptotic expansions
that we use break down at this point.
< <THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that z y 1 G h ) 0 and z is a spurious zeron n
 .of s nz; b . Then, there exists a K, depending only on h and b, and a point jn n
on the limit cur¨ e of Theorem 3.2 such that
log n
< <z y j F K . 4.23 .n n  /n
Moreo¨er, this order of con¨ergence is best possible.
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Proof. Given the nature of the curve, we will consider two separate
cases.
 .  1yj .nCase i . Re z ) 0. Let j / 1 be the solution to j e s 1 whichn n
is closest to z . By the previous remarks, such a point exists, and then
< <difference z y j is asymptotically small.n n
 .Observing that the z is a solution to 3.8 , we may write z s j q d ,n n n n
 .and after taking logarithms, use the asymptotic representations 2.12 and
 .3.11 to deduce that
j log n 1n 2d s q O q O d , 4.24 . .n n /1 y j 2n n .n
which yields the aforementioned best possible rate of convergence.
 .  .nCase ii . Re z - 0. In this case, let j be the solution to ej s 1n n
which is closest to z . The values j thus described are uniformly spaced,n n
which means that the corresponding zeros z are also asymptoticallyn
evenly distributed on this portion of the limit curve. This is apparent when
one views Fig. 2. Again, there is such a solution which makes this
 .difference small, so that we may take logarithms in 3.8 and use the
 .  .expansions 2.12 and 3.11 to write z s j q d , wheren n n
log n 1
2d s j b y 3r2 q O q O d , 4.25 .  . .n n n /n n
which is again the stated result.
One may also note that this indicates that the rate of convergence in the
 .special case b s 3r2 is O 1rn for Re z - 0, which is supported by the
numerical evidence. Q.E.D.
The following corollary is established in Carpenter, Varga, and Waldvo-
w x w xgel 6 and Varga 18 for the case b s 1, and is known to be best possible.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let j / 1 be a fixed point on the limit cur¨ e of Theorem
< <3.2, which satisfies j y 1 G h ) 0.
That is, either
 . < 1yj <i Re j G 0 and j e s 1, or
 . < <ii Re j F 0 and ej s 1.
Then, for n sufficiently large, there exists a K, depending only on h and b, and
 .a zero z of s nz; b which satisfiesn n
log n
< <j y z F K .n  /n
As abo¨e, this rate of approximation is best possible.
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w x 1yzProof. In 17 , Szego discussed the mapping properties of w s ze ,Í
deducing that if
2p ki1.1. 1yj 1.k , nj e s exp and j F 1, 4.26 .k , n k , n /n
then,
1
1. 1.j y j s O , 4.27 .kq1, n k , n  /n
for 1 F k - n. It is obvious that the points
2p ki
2.j s exp y1 y 4.28 .k , n  /n
satisfy the same spacing condition, namely
1
2. 2.j y j s O , 4.29 .kq1, n k , n  /n
for 1 F k - n. That is, the values j required in the proof of Theorem 3.2n
are asymptotically uniformly spaced. Consequently, we can find a spurious
 .zero z of s nz; b , and a solution j as above such thatn n n
1 log n
z s j y j q j y z s j q O q O , 4.30 .n n n n  /  /n n
which gives the desired result. Q.E.D.
At this point, it is appropriate to state the following:
 w x.Conjecture 4.7 Saff]Varga Width Conjecture 16 . For K ) 0, a G 0,
and b G 0, consider the region in the complex plane S defined viaK , a , b
< < 1yaS [ z s x q iy : y F Kx , x G b . 4.31 4  .K , a , b
Then, given any K ) 0 and b G 0, the region S contains infinitelyK , lr2, b
 .many zeros of partial sums of any entire function f z of order L ) l.
The validity of this conjecture has been established in several special
w xcases. In particular, the monograph of Edrei, Saff, and Varga 8 is devoted
to showing that this conjecture holds for all Mittag]Leffler functions
 .  iu .E z of positive order l, as well as rotations of the form E e z .1r l 1rl
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By Corollary 4.4 and Corollary 4.6, we may deduce:
 iu .COROLLARY 4.8. For each real u , the function F 1; b; e z satisfies the1 1
Saff]Varga Width Conjecture. In addition, for the special ¨alue u s 0, the
conjecture is sharp.
 .Proof. As previously noted, the function F 1; b; z is entire of order 1.1 1
We have shown that, for each real u , there is a point of the form t eiu,
 .  .0 - t u F 1 which is a limit point of the zeros of s nz; b , and thatn’ .convergence of these zeros is of order O 1r n in the worst case, when
 iu .u s 0. This implies a sequence of zeros of s e z; b of the form z s ntn n’ .q O n , which is the desired result. Q.E.D.
While the limit curve of Theorem 3.2, as shown in Fig. 2, is indeed the
desired limit curve of zeros of the partial sums for all b g R, b ) 1, it is
evident that the rate of convergence should depend on the value of b. To
see this, consider Fig. 3, which shows the limit curve, as well as the zeros of
 .s 80 z; 10 .80
It is thus reasonable to investigate whether the asymptotic behaviour of
the zeros of the partial sums can be better approximated, as was done in
the case of the natural exponential function by Carpenter, Varga, and
w xWaldvogel 6 .
 .FIG. 3. The limit curve and the zeros of s 80 z; 10 .80
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 .Examining the defining equation 3.8 , and the preceding material, we
 .may define the intermediate limit cur¨ e L b; n to be the locus of points
n nq1G b n q 1 !e z .  .
L b; n [ z g C: F 1; b; nz s . .  .1 1 5’2p n G n q b q 1 1 y z .  .
4.32 .
We then have:
 .  .THEOREM 4.9. Let j be a point on the cur¨ e L b; n of 4.32 whichb, n
< <satisfies j y 1 G h ) 0. Then, there exists a K, depending on h and b,b, n
 .and a spurious zero z of s nz; b such thatn n
1
< <j y z F K . 4.33 .b , n n 2 /n
Moreo¨er, this rate of con¨ergence is best possible.
 .Proof. This follows by expanding 3.8 as in the proof of Theorem 4.5,
 .and using the definition 4.32 . Q.E.D.
 .In Fig. 4, we show the zeros of s 80 z; 10 , as well as the curve80
 .L 10; 80 . This figure clearly demonstrates the accuracy of our derived
asymptotic estimates.
 .  .FIG. 4. The zeros of s 80 z; 10 and the curve L 10; 80 .80
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